Colors indicate clusters of co-authors who collaborated more frequently with one another. Actor lines are tightly packed to create blocks of line segments at each time step akin to adjacency matrices. Authors directly connected to PD are indicated using a light-gray convex hull, similar to fare zones in a subway map. For 2013, the shortest path between the hovered-over author (MA) and PD is traced using curved arrows, revealing that WW is the connection between them.
ABSTRACT
The egocentric analysis of dynamic networks focuses on discovering the temporal patterns of a subnetwork around a specific central actor (i.e., an ego-network). These types of analyses are useful in many application domains, such as social science and business intelligence, providing insights about how the central actor interacts with the outside world. We present EgoLines, an interactive visualization to support the egocentric analysis of dynamic networks. Using a "subway map" metaphor, a user can trace an individual actor over the evolution of the ego-network. The design of EgoLines is grounded in a set of key analytical questions pertinent to egocentric analysis, derived from our interviews with three domain experts and general network analysis tasks. We demonstrate the effectiveness of EgoLines in egocentric analysis tasks through a controlled experiment with 18 participants and a use-case developed with a domain expert.
INTRODUCTION
A network is a ubiquitous data structure found in a range of application domains that can be used to describe concepts such as social networks, mobile device connections, and neural pathways. Many of these networks are dynamic, i.e., the topology of a network and/or the attributes of its nodes and links vary over time, revealing relationship dynamics in real-world systems. Information visualization techniques have been shown effective in many scenarios, helping people understand how these networks change over time [7] . One key method of dynamic network analysis uses an egocentric approach. In contrast to whole-network analysis, egocentric analysis focuses on the local subnetwork around a particular node, the ego, and its surrounding neighbors, the alters [29] . The ego is the central actor of interest in a particular domain (e.g., an individual, a device, or a synapse). This subnetwork is called an ego-network and its boundary is defined in terms of levels. For example, a 1-level ego-network includes only alters directly connected to the ego, while a 2-level ego-network includes all alters within a path distance of two, and all connections between them. In practice, only 1-level and 2-level ego-networks are typically considered [29] .
The temporal dynamics of ego-networks can provide insight into how an ego affects, or is affected by alters over time.
For example, medical experts have shown that an individual's health is strongly associated with many social factors (e.g., number of friends) [27] ; analysts in management and business intelligence have made informed decisions about marketing strategies by identifying and observing the most influential people in social networks [15] ; and computer Visualization Methods and Evaluation #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA networking researchers have enhanced situational awareness by tracing and studying the context of specific devices in a mobile ubiquitous system [8] . Each of these insights can be demonstrated using dynamic ego-network visualizations.
However, most dynamic network visualizations are designed for analyzing the network as a whole, i.e., at the macro-level (e.g., [6, 10, 21] ), making them ill-suited to egocentric analysis tasks that are at the micro-level. While one could partition network data into multiple ego-networks and visualize each individually, it is difficult to switch between different ego-networks and perform in-depth comparisons. Moreover, macro-level visualizations mainly focus on tracking changes of the entire network rather than characteristics of ego-networks. Thus, some egocentric analytical questions are cumbersome to answer, for example: how do specific egoalter relationships (e.g., alter levels) change over time; how do alter communities evolve (e.g., splitting and merging); what is the stability of 1-level or 2-level ego-networks?
In this paper, we present EgoLines, an interactive visualization system that supports egocentric analysis of dynamic networks. As shown in Figure 1 , we extract and encode the 2-level ego-network of a particular actor from a dynamic network dataset using a subway map metaphor. Much like a subway map represents individual routes as lines (with rectangles and circles indicating major and minor stops), each actor in the ego-network is represented as an actor line traveling across time steps. Actor lines are carefully packed together to minimize crossings, whilst revealing the network topology at each time step in a compact block, akin to an adjacency matrix. Compared to the basic approach that shows a dynamic network with a series of matrices (e.g., [6, 4] ), EgoLines allows users to better track individual actors along time (e.g., joining/leaving the network, and switching between communities). EgoLines also provides an overview that shows the entire network aggregated across all time steps, as well as a tabular view with rows displaying the major characteristics of each extracted ego-network (e.g., network sizes and densities). Rich interactions, such as linking, filtering, and reordering, are incorporated to assist data exploration in the main visualization (Figure 1 ), as well as facilitate coordination across different visualization views.
We distill important egocentric analysis tasks of dynamic networks from our interviews with three domain experts and task taxonomies of static and dynamic graph analyses in the literature [25, 38] . The design of EgoLines is grounded in these tasks. We conducted a controlled experiment to compare EgoLines with two alternatives: a node-link variation of EgoLines similar to [19] and a traditional small-multiple representation (a series of node-link diagrams). Additionally, a use-case scenario was developed with a domain expert to demonstrate the usage of EgoLines in performing an egocentric analysis of email communications within an organization.
RELATED WORK
A large body of research has focused on visualizing networks. Node-link diagrams and adjacency matrices are the two most common methods for representing static networks. Node-link diagrams are better suited to topological tasks, since edges are explicitly encoded, but suffer from increased visual occlusion when the network becomes larger and denser [23] . While adjacency matrices have been shown effective and more scalable in many graph analysis tasks [18] , the abstract encoding of topology makes it difficult to trace paths between nodes.
Node-link diagrams and adjacency matrices have been extended to visualize dynamic networks (see [7] for a comprehensive survey). In general, there are three main approaches: animation-based, timeline-based, and a hybrid of the two.
Animation-based techniques were first used to show transitions across individual snapshots of dynamic networks in node-link diagrams. Staged animations, i.e., dividing the animation into several steps such as (i) fading-out removed elements, (ii) transforming topology, then (iii) fading-in new elements, are widely employed to reduce the effort required in tracking changes between time steps [5, 17] . Highlighting key events (e.g., node or link removal) can also be incorporated into the staged animations to ease the understanding of changes [5] . Showing dynamic networks amongst a sequence of animations, however, could impose a high cognitive load on users, forcing them to remember the network at different time steps [3] . This becomes more pronounced when viewing changes over longer periods of time.
In timeline-based approaches, one method of extending node-link diagrams is to show each time step as a vertical line of nodes with arcs indicating links between them [19] . Similarly, parallel edge splatting draws links between two consecutive lines of nodes and reduces visual clutter using a pixel-based method [10] . Alternatively, nodes can be positioned using a circular layout to display time steps on concentric rings [35] . Although these techniques scale well for large numbers of time steps, they do not visualize the network topology well due to the restrictive positioning of nodes. Adjacency matrices have also been used with timeline-based techniques. For example, MultiPiles represents a dynamic network as a series of matrices, where each matrix could be a single time step or an aggregation of several time steps [4] . Cubix employs a 3D cube metaphor to encode time in a third dimension, and users can interactively spread out slices of networks [6] . Organizing the matrices in a zigzag manner has also been proposed [41] . Unlike these techniques, EgoLines is more space efficient because only the subset of relevant actors is shown at each time step. Alternatively, Brandes et al. encoded temporal information within each matrix cell using Gestalt-lines to reveal bi-directed edge weight changes [9] .
There are a few visualizations using the hybrid approach. For example, DiffAni allows users to divide the whole network sequence into several aggregation views to show time steps with differences, animations, and small multiples [31] . Hadlak et al. proposed an in-situ exploration of dynamic networks that combined many different visualization techniques such as node-link diagrams and adjacency matrices [21] .
However, all the above techniques are designed for visualizing temporal variations over an entire network. The nature of egocentric analysis is to browse specific subnetworks, where the primary focus of the analyst is on the dynamics between Visualization Methods and Evaluation #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA the individual ego and their alters rather than the overall topology. Only a few projects have investigated visualizing dynamic ego-networks, adopting a radial layout where alters are positioned around the ego and the temporal relationship between the ego and an alter is encoded along the radius [14, 30] . These visualizations are inappropriate to show 2-level ego-networks, and alter-alter connections are either missing or difficult to reveal. This makes certain egocentric analyses difficult to perform, such as determining where the ego-alter relationships come from (e.g., one alter introduced by another alter) or how 2-level alters become 1-level (e.g., sharing more common friends with the ego) [20] . In contrast to these techniques, EgoLines better supports such tasks by showing all connections in dynamic 2-level ego-networks.
Unlike the radial layout, Shi et al. proposed a timeline-based method to show an aggregated ego-network across time steps in 1.5D, by drawing node-link diagrams of alters along the ego's timeline [33] . However, this makes it difficult to track specific ego-alter relationships, such as when an alter leaves or rejoins the network, due to edge crossings. Along the same line, egoSlider uses glyphs to facilitate the overall comparison of dynamic ego-networks, but it fails to reveal the network topologies [39] . ManyNets, which displays decomposed subnetworks in a table, may be adapted to egocentric analysis [16] , but it does not support temporal information.
Our work is also related to techniques using lines to show temporal patterns. StoryFlow [26] and StoryLine [34] visualize entities in a story as timeline paths to illustrate their dynamic interactions. A similar design was used in TimeNets for genealogical data [24] . NeuroLines shows branching patterns in synaptic pathways of human brains using a subway map metaphor [1] . However, these techniques are not suitable to show dense and dynamic connections among different line entities, which is required for network analysis.
ANALYTICAL QUESTIONS
To better understand the egocentric analysis of dynamic networks, we carried out interviews with three domain experts. Two of them were computer scientists focusing on graph mining techniques, and one was a management school professor specializing on social network analysis. With the help of the experts, we familiarized ourselves with the background and high-level questions of ego-network analysis. Their focuses were investigating the temporal evolutions of ego-alter and alter-alter relationships and of topological change patterns. Based on these insights, we found there existed some overlap with the general network analysis tasks discussed in the literature [25, 38] . Thus, to concretize the tasks, we derived a set of ego-network analytical questions in corresponding to the task lists in [25, 38] . Next, we conducted another round of interviews with the experts to validate the tasks. The consolidated and revised analytical questions are as follows.
A. On dynamic ego-network evolutions A1. Birth, death, and recurrence: How long is the lifespan of an alter in the ego-network? When do alters join, leave, and rejoin the ego-network? 
Core Visualization
We employ a subway map metaphor to reveal the evolutionary patterns of a dynamic ego-network ( Figure 1 ). Each actor (the ego and alters) in the network is represented as an actor line from the time step when the actor first joins the network to the time step when he/she last appears, where dashed lines indicate temporary absences. Representing temporal information as lines has proven intuitive and effective [26, 34] . It allows a user to identify the lifespan of an actor in the ego-network and pinpoint the events of entering and leaving the network (A1). Users can also observe the stability of an ego-network by viewing the lengths of the lines (A3). For example, a large number of shorter actor lines indicates that there are frequent turnovers of alters in the ego-network. 
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pre-existing actor temporally absent actor connection connection connection connection connection connection connection connection Actor lines are color-coded with different actor attributes on demand, including both categorical and numerical (discrete or continuous) attribute values. This allows a user to observe changes in attributes over time. For example, when encoded with alter cluster categories, which represent alter communities in the ego-network, Figure 2 -a(ii,iii) shows that the orange and purple clusters in 2010 merged into one big (purple) cluster in 2011 (A2). Color gradients are also used to ease the viewing of cluster transitions. Moreover, when colored with betweenness centrality-which reflects an actor's influence on the transfer of items through the network [29] -interesting temporal patterns can emerge. For example, in Figure 4 JF (the second actor from the top) had a valley of the metric in 2013, suggesting that JF's impact was lower than usual in that year (A4).
At each time step of an actor line, the actor is indicated as white rectangles (actor nodes), similar to the major stops of a subway. For the actor nodes, a squared-corner rectangle indicates the start of the actor line (i.e., first joining into the network), and a rounded-corner rectangle indicates a subsequent occurrence. Further, dashed borders represent an absence of the actor at the time step (A1). For example, in Figure 1 that shows the academic co-authorship network centered at PD, FC collaborated with the ego PD in 2010, stopped for 3 years, and collaborated with PD again in 2014. The actor's connections to others within each time step are rendered as small white circles (connection dots), like minor stops of a subway. Since the actor lines are tightly packed together, they form a block of line segments at each time step where the connection dots display the ego-network topology in a representation akin to an adjacency matrix. Taking advantage of the matrix representations [2, 6] , users can perform topological analysis tasks on denser and larger networks (B1, B2). The size of these blocks also reveals the overall growth or contraction of ego-networks (A4). To pack actor lines for revealing network topologies in matrices while maintaining an aesthetic layout with fewer crossings and bends, an algorithm similar to [11] is employed using an inside-out heuristic ( Figure 5 ).
The design of EgoLines is sufficiently general and can represent different types of ego-networks, in addition to undirected unweighted networks as described above (Figures 1,2) . Alter levels. To observe patterns of only 1-level or 2-level alters, the user can reveal the alter boundary of the 1-level ego-network with a light-gray convex hull, which is akin to fare zones in a subway system (Figure 1 ). This can be used to determine the change of the 1-or 2-level network sizes over time (A4). The packing algorithm described above further satisfies the restriction of placing 1-level alters closer to the ego. However, this may introduce more crossings.
Line reordering. The user can reorder the actor lines according to the visualized actor attribute (e.g., cluster categories) at a given time step. Line segments of the same actors in other time steps are also reordered to avoid too many crossings. This could be useful to identify bridges of a network (B2). For example, Figure 2 -a(i) shows that the highlighted alter WD is a bridge (other than the ego RC) connecting the orange, green and purple alter clusters in 2010, since WD had connections spreading across all the clusters.
Filtering. Several data filtering mechanisms allow the user to exclude actor lines above and below user defined thresholds, such as the alter's lifespan length (A3), start and end time steps (A1), or alter level (A4).
Highlighting. When the user hovers over an actor node, occurrences of that actor in other time steps are highlighted, as well as the associated actor line. The corresponding column in the matrix block is also visually emphasized. Similarly, when a connection dot is hovered over, connections of that actor are highlighted across the whole visualization. These features can help users identify the presence and absence of the same actor over time. When needed, the user can choose to overlay grids to increase the matrix readability (Figure 2 ).
Paths. When an alter is hovered over, a series of curved arrows trace the shortest paths from that alter to the ego (B2), using a similar visualization proposed by Sheny et al. [32] . This addresses the recognized inefficiency of adjacency matrices for tracing paths [18] . For example, Figure 1 shows the shortest path from the highlighted alter MA to the ego PD via WW. The ego is the default sink for calculating these shortest paths, but any actor can be selected as a sink to view the shortest paths. The overlay of shortest paths can also be locked with a right click, allowing further investigation of actors along those paths.
Overview and Network Table
To support high-level analysis tasks, EgoLines offers an overview of the entire network and a table view of all 2-level ego-networks extracted from the data. PR PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK PK AK AK MW SR  AB  BC  WP  JH  TT  DF  AK  EG  RW  PF  MS  LM  MK  WS  JG  HH  KM   2003   IV  DF  AK  EG  RW  MS   2004   MM  MC IV  DF AK  EG  MS  AL  C The overview shows an aggregation of the whole network across all time steps in a node-link diagram (Figure 2-b) . The size of a node indicates the number of time steps where the actor exists in the dataset. The thickness of a link indicates the total occurrences of that specific connection. The selected ego-network is highlighted with the ego in red and alters in orange. This provides data context (C1), allowing users to easily navigate to ego-networks of surrounding actors (by clicking the desired node). To browse the entire network along time steps, a user can drag a slider to fade out nonrelated nodes and links with animations (C1).
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EgoLines lists all the extracted ego-networks in a table similar to [16] (Figure 2-c) . Each row represents an ego-network, and the columns show temporal distributions of different graph metrics in small histograms, such as vertex or edge numbers, and edge-vertex ratios. The x-axes of the histograms are aligned by time, allowing users to spot trends, discover similar ego-networks based on the metrics, and find missing time steps in the data (C2). A user can then select a table row to display the ego-network in the main view. Searches and sorting by the metric of each column are also supported.
CONTROLLED STUDY
We conducted a user study to assess the strengths and weaknesses of EgoLines for the analysis of dynamic ego-networks, comparing EgoLines against two other techniques. We focused on the core visualization showing a specific dynamic ego-network (i.e., addressing analytical question sets A and B), since the node-link overview and the table view have already been studied [5, 16] . The experiment used 2-level ego-networks extracted from an undirected and unweighted temporal academic co-authorship network derived from [22] .
Techniques
In addition to EgoLines (EL), we considered two other timeline-based techniques: a node-link diagram based visualization similar to [19] (NL), and the most common small multiples visualization of dynamic networks (SM). They used the same visual language as EgoLines. In NL (Figure 6-b) , the same layout of actors was maintained and similar lines connected the same actors at different time steps. The nodes were color-coded, since the actor lines might be occluded by the links. In SM (Figure 6-c) , a force-directed layout was used to display a time step with a node-link diagram. For simplicity, the filtering operations in all three techniques were disabled, but interactive highlighting was supported. For example, when hovering over an actor, all the connections of that actor were revealed, as well as occurrences of that actor in other time steps. With SM, a user could expose all 1-level alters with a gray outlined region (corresponding to the boundary of 1-level ego-network in EL and NL), and could reposition actors to eliminate occlusions. Further, the color gradients on actor lines in EL were removed to have a fair comparison, as the colors in SM were rendered discretely.
Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 18 volunteers, 13 males and 5 females, aged 23-34 (µ=27.6, σ=3.5). All of them had some familiarity with the data domain, i.e., academic publications and co-authorships, but not this particular dataset. Participants were from various backgrounds, including science, engineering, humanities, and economics. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision without color vision deficiency. The experiments were conducted on a desktop computer (2.53GHz Intel Xeon CPU, 24GB memory) with a 24 monitor. The effective area of the visualization on screen was 1600×1200 pixels.
Tasks and Design
We developed 13 tasks about the academic co-authorship network data based on the aforementioned analytical questions for dynamic ego-networks (Table 1) . We focused on topology-centric tasks (i.e., A1-3 and B1-2) and high-level attribute-centric tasks (i.e., A4: network size trends), since low-level attribute retrievals (B3) are included in some other tasks (e.g., obtaining the cluster of an alter in A2). Each task included a multiple-choice question (with at least four choices) and a visualization showing data specific to the question. In addition to these choices, there was a "do not know" option to discourage random guessing. Participants were presented with the three techniques in a counter-balanced order. Within each technique, they completed two repetitions of the 13 tasks, in which the tasks were shown in a fixed order. Thus, the whole study contained 3 techniques × 13 tasks × 2 repetitions = 68 trials. To avoid duplications, six alternative questions with similar levels of difficulty (in terms of data size and visual complexity) were developed for each task. The six task sets (3 techniques × 2 repetitions) were randomly generated from the alternatives for each participant.
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Q1 Technique X was easy to learn. general Q2 Technique X was easy to use. general Q3 Technique X helped discover people relationship events (joining and leaving).
A1
Q4 Technique X helped discover people relationship lengths. A2 Q5 Technique X helped discover changes in clusters (merging and splitting).
A3
Q6 Technique X helped discover network size trends (1-and 2-level).
A4
Q7 Technique X helped discover connections of a specific person (direct and indirect).
B1
Q8 Technique X helped discover paths between two people. B2 Q9 Please rank the three techniques with preferences. preference Table 2 . Questionnaire (X=EL/NL/SM). Responses are collected (except Q9) using a 7-point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree).
Procedure
The study began with a brief introduction to the data domain and the three visualizations. Participants were then asked to try all techniques with an example ego-network to learn the system features. After that, for each technique, they completed a training block and then a testing block.
During training, participants were instructed to think aloud, and the investigator helped answer questions and overcome difficulties. The training block was the same for all participants, comprised of the same six tasks (T1, T2, what was the network size in year, how many clusters in year, T9, T12) on the same dataset. The training tasks and dataset were different from those in the actual experiment. Participants were prompted for the correct answer after every trial, and if they answered incorrectly, they needed to go back to the same task to figure out why.
In the testing block, participants went through 26 tasks for the technique. There was no time limit to complete any of the trials, but to avoid frustration on difficult tasks, a dialog popped up every minute asking participants if they needed more time or wanted to skip the task. Task completion times and participant answers were recorded. We also conducted observations and screen-captured the entire session. After the study, participants completed a post-study questionnaire ( Table 2 ). The study lasted around 1.5 hour.
Results
Here we report results obtained from the controlled study. We compared the three techniques by their task completion times, task error rates, and participants' preferences. For every technique, we computed the completion time (correctly answered) and the error rate of each task for each participant by averaging corresponding trials. We then calculated the means and 95% confidence intervals (CI) by taking all participants into consideration ( Figure 7) . Total T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13   0   10   20   30   40   50   60   70   80   Completion time (s)   Total T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13   10%   20%   30%   40%   50%   60% Error rate EL NL SM Figure 7 . Completion times and error rates of all three techniques for each task. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals (n = 18) estimated using bootstrap [37] . Completion times include correct trials only, and zero error rate indicates no mistake at all.
SM (except for T4, T5, T6, for which there is no observable effect), with strong evidence that EL and NL has a substantial advantage over SM for tasks T3 and T8 (requiring assessment of relationship lengths). This was reasonable as the actor lines in EL and NL could help users discover low-level temporal patterns (A1-3). Overall, EL and NL had similar completion times in T1-8. This could be because the main differences between the two techniques rests in representing the topology of time step networks (i.e., matrices v.s. node-links), which was not used by participants in temporal tasks.
For topological tasks about specific ego-network time steps (T9-13, analytical question set B), there is evidence to support that EL performed the best in T9-12, which substantiates the benefits of adjacency matrices in browsing network topology (B1-2) [18] . Especially in T11 (finding the most connected actor), EL showed an important improvement in completion time. Surprisingly, EL performed much worse than SM in T13 which consisted of finding bridges between clusters. We thought that the bridge pattern was obvious after cluster sorting in EL, e.g., through observing the connections in the WD column in Figure 2 -a(i). However, this requires in-depth understanding of adjacency matrices, which explain the lower performance. The large confidence interval of EL also reflects the variance of participants' comprehension. In general, NL performed the worst in these tasks, which could be due to visual clutter of the links. Although visual clutter also existed in SM, the level of complexity seemed more impactful when aligning actors linearly in NL.
In short, EL and NL achieved similar performance in temporal tasks, but NL's performance clearly dropped in topological tasks. SM was not suited for temporal tasks but had advantages in topological tasks. However, there is evidence that SM is slower than EL for topological tasks. Figure 8 . A summary of participant responses to the questionnaire ( Table 2 ). The first three columns show detailed distributions of ratings (7-point Likert scale) and rankings (from the most to the least preferred), and the last column shows median ratings.
Within temporal tasks (T1-8), there are three tasks in which EL had zero errors across all participants (T1, T2 and T4).
There is fair evidence that EL outperforms the two other techniques for T6 and T8, which were related to cluster changes (A2) and network stability (A3). The large variation in these tasks, as indicated by the large CIs, call for further examination. In other tasks (T3, T5 and T7), the results are largely inconclusive, with EL having comparable performance to NL or SM, whichever had fewer errors. For topological tasks (T9-13), there is strong evidence that EL outperforms NL and SM on tasks T9 and T12, with a null error rate. EL also seemed to yield fewer errors in T10, but the effect is uncertain. These latter three tasks all related to both accessibility and connectivity (B1-2). Overall, our results support the advantages of adjacency matrices [18] , except for finding the shortest paths, which yielded high performance variations. Finally, there is good evidence that SM is the best suited for T13 (finding the bridge). It could be because the force-directed layout made the bridge between two densely-connected clusters visually salient. In summary, the overall benefit of EL on accuracy is observable, but our results suggest that a future redesign of the time step blocks (adjacency matrices) are needed to make T13 less abstract.
Questionnaire Results
From participants' ranking of the three techniques (Q9, Table 2 ), EL was the most preferred, with 13 out of 18 users ranking it first. Figure 8 shows detailed questionnaire results. EL and NL received similar ratings in Q1-6 which were related to overall impressions (Q1-2) and temporal tasks (Q3-6). Except for the ease of learning (Q1)-for which EL and NL were rated a bit lower than SM overall, participants consistently preferred these two techniques over SM. For topological tasks, NL was less popular. For example, in Q7 (finding connections), EL and SM were more favored (by 1 in median rating); EL was the most preferred in identifying paths (Q8) which might be due to the curve overlay.
USE-CASE SCENARIO
To study the effectiveness of the entire EgoLines system in practice, we conducted two one-hour interview sessions with a domain expert who is a professor at the management school of a university. His research focuses on analyzing the social dynamics of people in large organizations and online communities. He uses many egocentric analysis methods to study patterns of interactions between individuals and their close social networks. In the first interview, we introduced the EgoLines interface with the academic collaboration dataset and discussed potential usages of the tool. In the second session, we asked the expert to explore a dataset matching his research interests and conducted an in-depth discussion with him. The dataset was an email communication network of employees at Enron, a bankrupted company due to its financial scandals, which contained emails among 142 employees from Nov. 1998 to Jun. 2002 [13] . We constructed a dynamic network based on email exchange with the time step set to one month, resulting in weighted networks with connection weights representing the numbers of emails exchanged between two people. With the help of our expert user, we derived the following use-case of EgoLines.
From this Enron email exchange network data, the analyst aims to explore communication networks centered at influential people of the company (i.e., ego-networks) that reflect evolutionary patterns of people's relationships across time. The analyst wants to identify overall differences and similarities of these ego-networks, as well as to investigate career developments of these key people, social interactions among them, and their relations to important events during the financial scandal.
After loading the data into EgoLines, the analyst first browses the overview by dragging the time slider (Figure 9 -a) to observe the growth of the company: the size of the whole network becomes larger and larger (C1). Then, the analyst sorts the ego-networks in the table view by density (Figure 9 
DISCUSSION
Although both EL and NL were both likely to be unfamiliar to participants, the results indicate they were not hard to learn and much easier to use than SM (Figure 8 ). Still, we observed that some participants chose suboptimal approaches when completing certain tasks, which indicates that EL and NL require some training to acquire the right reflex. count its direct connections (i.e., the dots or links). Similarly, for assessing the relationship lengths between the ego and alters (T3 and T8), the unpacked view ( Figure 4 ) supported in EL and NL definitely makes the task much easier, but several participants insisted on using the default compact view. Thus, the learning of new visualization techniques includes not only familiarity of novel visual encodings, but also the ability of reasoning hand-to-hand with the visualization, which requires a good understanding of the features and what analysis they enable. Another interesting observation was that some participants prompted "Wow, a subway map?" before we even introduced the visual encodings of EgoLines. Applying the subway map metaphor made the visualization more understandable and memorable to the general audience. Several participants used the metaphor in solving tasks, saying to themselves: "The green line stops here...I can change line here". It was also found more effective to communicate with the visual encodings in plain terms such as "subway lines" and "stops" rather than jargons such as "adjacency matrices".
The results of both studies indicate the effectiveness and usefulness of EgoLines in performing egocentric analysis on dynamic networks. Yet, there are still several limitations. First, EgoLines might not scale well to dynamic networks very long in time that generate very large visualizations. Aggregations of multiple time steps into one network with the spirit of MultiPiles [4] could solve this issue. Second, when the number of actors in the network becomes larger, the matrix representation of each time step grows and may include many empty rows indicating the absence of actors. However, EgoLines could be extended with multi-scale exploration, such as grouping actors into hierarchical clusters [12] , and an option to hide the dashed actor line segments temporarily. Third, larger datasets may also result in more crossings of the actor lines, so advanced layout algorithms (e.g., [34] ) need to be applied to generate a clearer visualization. Fourth, EgoLines did not show advantages in finding bridges, which could be very effective if users understood the notion of adjacency matrices better, suggesting that more intuitive visual designs are warranted. Last, the overview of EgoLines (Figure 2-b) -that is not the focus of this paper-can be enhanced with filtering and aggregation techniques (e.g., [36, 40] ) to reduce the visual clutter.
While we conducted extensive evaluation of EgoLines with both quantitative and qualitative methods, there still exist limitations in the studies. First, we compared three significantly different techniques in the controlled study. But it is an interesting future work to assess the effect of EgoLines' subway map metaphor design compared to traditional approaches using sequential adjacency matrices (e.g., [6, 4, 41] ). Second, we used citation networks and email communication networks as the testing datasets, which may not reflect experimental results with other types of networks, such as large brain neural pathways. Third, in this paper we focus on egocentric analysis of networks, so the study results may have limited implication on whole network analysis for which most existing techniques are designed.
It is also worth noting that although EgoLines is designed for dynamic ego-networks analysis, the main visualization (Figure 2-a) can be applied for visualizing general dynamic networks by not differentiating ego and alters. Many of the functions, such as sorting actor lines, filtering with lengths and starting and ending time, remain useful in such more general setting. Moreover, weighted and directed dynamic networks can be visualized in the same manner introduced in Figure 3 . As a convention of egocentric analysis, we currently only consider ego-networks containing alters up to two steps away from the ego, but EgoLines is not restricted to visualizing 2-level ego-networks. Further, the visual metaphor of alter boundary can be certainly extended to multiple levels by placing alters with different distances gradually from the center in different colored zones. But this may introduce more crossings as the network size grows, and a method for neatly aggregating actors are required.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented EgoLines, an interactive visualization for assisting egocentric analysis of dynamic networks. EgoLines provides a novel visual design that represents a dynamic ego-network using a "subway map" metaphor. In addition, it offers an overview and a table view to support the browsing of all extracted ego-networks with high-level context and aggregations. The design of EgoLines was guided by a series of dynamic ego-network analytical questions that were derived from interviews of experts and the literature. An experiment comparing different dynamic network visualizations and a case study of real-world data suggested that EgoLines is effective and useful in conducting ego-network analysis.
In the future, we would like to address the scalability of the main EgoLines visualization (Figure 2 -a) by developing and integrating the techniques discussed above. We also plan to experiment with different designs to enhance the efficiency of EgoLines in completing tasks related to finding bridges in networks. Moreover, we wish to conduct more case studies of EgoLines with real-world scenarios, and evaluate the design in visualizing more general dynamic networks.
